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Shreiner parties shut down
areer fair filled
ith opportunities
Chris Fox
chfox1 @ursinus.edu

Graduation is only three
months away for many current
students at Ursinus. As an entire
lifetime of schooling quickly
comes to a close, the graduating
class of 2013 may be asking
themselves what the future holds
for tbem. For those students who
are still looking for an answer to
that question, the Ursinus Job,
Internship & Networking Fair on
Feb. 20 may be the first step to
take.
The fair will be held from noon
to 2 p.m. at the Floy Lewis Bakes
Field House, and all students,
regardless of their major, class or
future goals are invited to attend.
While the Job, Internship &
Networking Fair event may not

be anything new for Ursinus,
Carla Rinde, director of career
services, said this year's event
may be more exciting than usual.
"We have record numbers
of employers coming. We're at
about 92, which is huge for our
sized school," Rinde said.
Employers
scheduled
to
attend this year 's fair include
GlaxoSmithKline, Wells Fargo,
Victim Services Center of
Montgomery County, the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration
and City Year.
In addition to a complete list
of registered employers, Career
Services' webpage provides
a list of the "many benefits to
attending" the Fair, including
See Career on pg. 3

TLI reflects on race
in the classroom
Rachel Brown
rabrown@ursinus.edu

Since its founding three years
ago, the Teaching and Learning
Initiative at Ursinus has exposed
the challenges that professors
of color encounter in the classJ'ODm. While pedagogical issues
10 relevant to all classrooms, the
bing and Learning Initiative
helps professors to strat.the best solutions to fit their
~ circumstances.
~acu1ty will say that race
der are issues that they're
with, and students can
troubleshoot strategies with
Meredith Goldsmith,
r of the TLI and assistant

.. »r.

pairs student consultants with
faculty partners to cooperatively
improve the classroom environment. According to the TLI handbook, faculty members request
student consultants because they
are "interested in the insights that
a student can offer from her perspective and engaging in dialogue
with that student... to make the
course the best it can be."
The TLI was founded as a pilot program through a grant from
the Mellon Foundation. The grant
will expire at the end of this year,
but Ursinus will continue funding
the TLI.
When necessary, student con-

See TLI on pg. 2

A crowd gathers in Shreiner Hall's common room for Gayla, the GSA's semiannual party. Shreiner's party
privileges were revoked in December after Residence Life found $1750 worth of damages in the house.
Jillian Goldstein
jigoldstein@ursinus.edu

Shreiner Hall's party privileges were revoked in December
due to a very high accumulation
of damage fees .
While Residence Life and students are working to improve the
house's image and standards, all
individuals who live in the house
will pay a high price for the accrued damages, despite that it
is assumed the damages were
caused mostly by party guests.
The repercussions of damages
are discussed under the regulations in the Ursinus College Student Handbook.
"If an individual, following
excessive consumption of alcohol at an on-campus function,
destroys property, violates noise
guidelines in college housing, or
is involved in other acts which
inhibit the goals of the College,

the sponsor or sponsors who
served him or her alcohol and
the individual(s) shall both be responsible for the infraction," the
handbook states.
According to the handbook,
"If $1 ,000 in damage accrues (cumulative, at any point, during the
academic year) 'in a house/suite,
all students who live in the house
or suite will be billed for the total damages and may be immediately relocated to any available
location on campus. If more than
$2,000 in damage accrues (cumulative), all students in the house
or suite will pay for damage, may
be relocated, may lose squatters
rights, and/or may lose eligibility
to live in a college house or suite
for up to one academic year. If
a student(s) takes immediate responsibility for all damage and
fines, relocation may be reconsidered."
Administration and Shreiner
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residents have been meeting frequently to discuss ways to improve the reputation and community of Shreiner and to strategize
future plans to better control
damages , many of which tend to
happen during parties.
Although the future of Shreiner's party privileges are still
undecided, Mike Mullin, the new
Residence Director as of this
year, is impressed by the internal
community of Shreiner residents ,
and their will to come together to
fix the repetitive problem of damages.
"When I first caught on to the
massive amount of damages going on in Shreiner - six or seven
times the amount found in other
Main Street party houses - I really expected to find a community
of people who simply didn't care
See Shreiner on pg. 3
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Ursinus continues

diversity initiatives
John Parry
joparry@ursinus.edu

When a student dressed in
blackface last Halloween, concerns about race relations at Ursinus were flung into the spotlight,
leaving students, faculty and
administrators to question what
could be done differently at Ursinus to make the commun'ity more
open to diversity.
Senior Corey Barkers said
the blackface incident made him
worry that race relations on campus will regress.
"There's definitely a tension,
Jane Jones, an anthropology and sociology professor, views diversity as a benefit and a challenge in class.
a racial tension here, and compared to my freshman year, I
TLI continued from pg. 1
Dr. Jane Jones, a professor of how diversity is conceptualwouldn't say it improved much,"
of anthropology and sociology ized on campus," Goldsmith said.
Barkers said.
sultants work with their faculty
at Ursinus who participated in
Four months ago, Ursinus
The diversity segment of the
partners to resolve conflicts of
the TLI, agrees that the value of hired Angelo Sorrentino as the
Strategic Plan calls for Ursinus
race that arise in their classroom.
diversity is not necessarily con- director of institutional research.
to "shape the campus commuKatie Cosner, a senior and a TLI
tingent upon the ethnicity of the His job entails organizing key
nity for diversity" through t~e
student consultant, said that havperson who promotes it.
statistics about Ursinus, its stucreation of a campus diversity
ing more diverse faculty on cam"Obviously, students benefit dent body and its faculty, indud- .
officer position, the organization
pus would improve the classroom
from hearing a variety of view- ing data on campus diversity, into
of a diversity committee that inexperience for both students and
points and having their opinions a fact book that will be openly
cludes students, faculty and staff,
professors.
challenged, but it's more than . available to the campus. This is
and the expansion of the cm cur"I would love to see every sinthat," Jones said in an email. "I position did not exist prior to Sorriculum to include "a question regle demographic possible on this
trunk a sort of modeling goes renti~o's hiring.
garding the place of difference in
campus," Cosner said. "I think
on, where students and faculty
Priority Four in the Strategic human community."
that exposure is what prepares
alike can realize that knowledge Plan for Ursinus College focuses
"Oh, CIE definitely comes up
students to go out into a world
can come from many different solely on promoting diversity
short, without a doubt," Barkwhere we have every single desources and many different types amongst students and faculty.
ers said. "There was this lack of
mographic of people."
of people."
.
According the Strategic Plan,
knowledge, and ... I think [eIE
The demographics of Ursinus'
According to University of "Shaping diversity consequently
is] a great medium to introduce
faculty cannot be easily accessed.
Pennsylvania's Professor Shaun goes beyond the profile of the stufreshmen ... [to] that knowlUnlike other schools, including.
Harper's article, "Race-Con- dent body. It extends to our poliedge," Barkers said. "If it did a
Bryn Mawr College and Dickinscious Student and the Equitable cies for hiring and supporting fac- great job at it, I think we would
son College, these statistics are
Distribution," students benefit ulty." The plan calls for faculty
see more people at these various
not available on Ursinus' website.
just from having access to "race- training "to deal with diversity is- diversity events."
The answer to whether Ursiconscious educators." A race- sues in and out of the classroom."
Barkers said his awareness of
nus supports a sufficilmtiy diverse
"In the TLI, what we really
conscious educator is a teacher of
the need to evaluate race relations
faculty is complicated.
any ethnicity who is aware of the try to do is cultivate reflection on campus spiked in 20 II when a
"I'm not sure if thinking about
way that race influences the per- and get both students and facul- student carved a racial slur onto
it as 'diverse enough' is the right
spectives brought into the class- ty to think critically about these podium where a black professor
way to think about it," Goldsmith
room environment.
issues," Goldsmith said. "And
taught.
said. "It's the question of how we
"It's a question, more broadly, that's one step."
"The
environment
has
treat it."
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changed, but at the same time, I
wasn't [surprised], being an Africana studies minor," Barkers
said. "I know it's real. I know
race is still a problem here."
In 2007, an Ursinus student
documented racial incidents at
Ursinus through a photography
project. The project, titled White
Privilege, was posted anonymously as a blog at http://ursinuscollege.livejoumal.com/41671.
html.
Alex Peay, who graduated in
2009, said he could recall attending a basketball game documented by the photo project. According to the blog, Ursinus students
chanted, "Welfare," and "Food
stamps," at the players from
Farmingdale State, who were
predominantly black.
Peay remembered other racerelated hatred as well.
"There was this friend of mine
that was dating a black guy, and
she had a 'n*****-lover' Post-it
left on her door. A black professor had a swastika written on a
podium," Peay said.
Peay also mentioned what is
often referred to as "the Facebook incident," which caused the
school to seek a grant from the
Teagle Foundation for studying
attitudes toward diversity at Ursinus.
The incident included "[Underage, drunk students who] put
all these racial and derogatory
marks all over their bodies. They
posted it on Facebook," Peay
said.
The photo blog includes
screenshots of campus-wide
email responses to the incidents
from Dean Deborah Nolan and
See Diversity on pg. 3

Letters to the Editor (grizzly@ursinus.edu)
All letters submitted to The Grizzly must not exceed 250 words in length, must
be emailed, and must be accompanied by a full n~me and p~one number to
verify content. The Grizzly reserves the right to. edit all matenal for length,
.
content, spelling and grammar, as well as the n.ght to re.fuse
publication of any material submitted. All matenal submitted to The Gnzzly
becomes property of The Grizzly.
Each member of the campus community is permitted one copy of The Grizzly.
Additional copies may be purchased for 1 ¢.
Staff positions at The Grizzly are open to students of all majors. Contact the
adviser for details.
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then-President John Strassburger.
Both emails were sent weeks after
the events.
"It saddens me that this occurred. Actions and gestures of
this type are hurtful to everyone
in the Ursinus community," Nolan wrote in response to the offensive Post-it. "We continue to
strive for a community that embraces civility and respect."
"Disgusting though this behavior is, let me also make clear
that at no time was there any harassment of, or threat to, other
members of the community,"
Strassburger said in his statement
regarding the derogatory body
art.

Strassburger also called for
Shreiner continued from

"actual conversations" about the
acts , and said "it is our obligation
to engage in just those conversations."
Inspired by Strassburger's call
to action , Peay founded Rising
Sons, a non-profit dedicated to
helping underprivileged urban
youth succeed. Rising Sons began
as a club at Ursinus.
"To be honest with you, if it
wasn't for that racial incident on
Facebook, I wouldn't be doing
the job I'm doing now," Peay
said, who hosted a workshop with
Rising Sons at the Unity House
on Feb. 12.
"Where I come from, it was an
uncomfortable subject, but there
did seem to be a lack of awareness at Ursinus," Stephen Harris, who graduated in 2011, said.

pg. 1

about the cleanliness and upkeep of their house. I
couldn't have been more wrong," Mullin said.
"Shreiner partygoers treat the house so poorly.
The amount and type of damage caused by Shreiner
guests really isn't seen in other houses, and I believe
it's because people s~e Shreiner more as a party venue and le~ as the home of 20-some people," Muilin
said.
The Residence Life staff is not the only group
who noticed the disregard of party guests.
"Most of the damages were incurr.ed by nonresidents, and the thought the people have so little
respect for the place in which I live is disturbing"
Rayna Nunes, a junior living on the third floor of
Shreiner, said.
Lea Marano, RA of Shreiner Hall, has also been
involved with facilitating constructive conversation
Caree~

continued from pg. 1

the opportunities to "talk with
representatives from a wide
variety of organizations in the
profit, nonprofit and government
sectors" and "obtain detailed
information
about
specific
companies and organizations that
are of interest to you."
Sophomore Rayleen Ri~era
Harbach said she landed her
current internship with The
in
Communications
Group
Philadelphia at last year's fair.
"I attended the job fair last year
and got an internship with one
of the employers there, so I will
definitely be attending again this
year. It's a great experience and
there are so many opportunities
you can get by attending," RiveraHarbach said.
With the unemployment rate
at almost eight percent, according
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Rinde said students are
encouraged to welcome the extra
help provided by Ursinus at this
event. Rinde said students should,
however, take the necessary steps

"I'm sure there still is, and I think
that's a pretty good reflection of
the'rest of the country."
"My thoughts were there's a
lot more educating that needs to
happen," Director of Multicultural Services Paulette Patton said .
But, Patton said, "Ursinus has
become a better pla~e," since she
arrived in 1997.
"The recruitment' and retention
of African-American and Latino
students has increased," Patton
said . "Black students and Latino
students likely feel more a part
of the Ursinus community. They
have become involved in theater
productions, as a member of the
RA staff, Ambassadors, all across
the gamut of organizations and
positions at Ursinus."

between administration and residents to develop a
new system for the house.
"To many, Shreiner has always been a house that
has welcomed anyone on campus during weekends.
Unfortunately, that privilege has been abused by
many campus residents. We are working towards
a new image for Shreiner that welcomes those that
will respect the building itself and the space of its
residents," Marano said.
In working with the residents, Mullin has recognized both the pride and the strong will of the internal community to improve the conditions of the
house.
"Doug Muller has been talking about a Shreiner
beautification project that could help to improve the
aesthetics of the house," Mullin said. "The rest of the
residents truly care about Shreiner, its history and its
future, which is why I've really enjoyed working

to prepare for the event.
Career Services' website
advises
prospective
fair
attendees to research employers
participating in the fair, create
a polished resume and "prepare
the all-important commercial,"
a 30-second introduction about
each person's strengths and
background.
Colin Hart, a senior at Ursinus
and the communications associate
for Career Services, had some
advice for his fellow classmates
who may be nervous at the
prospect of searching for jobs or
internships.
"The fair isn't something to
stress over," Hart said. "In fact, it
should relieve some of the stress
that comes from applying to jobs
and internships. Half the battle is
getting your foot in the door and
communicating directly with a '
company. The fair does that for
you. Ursinus students just need
to show up with their game face
and a solid resume and see what
opportunities arise."
Hart said the fair gives Ursinus
students an advantage over

competitors in the job market.
"The fair is exclusive to
Ursinus students and alumni,"
Hart said. "That means that
the organizations attending are
coming here specifically for
Ursinus students. They already
expect a great pool of candidates.
That's the edge."
For more information on how
to best prepare for the Ursinus
Job, Internship & Networking
Fair, students can either visit
the Career Services page on the
Ursinus website, or the Career
Services office in Bomberger
Hall. A full itinerary of the event
is included on the webpage,
along with other resourceful
information
for
employers,
Ursinus faculty, Ursinus alumni
and parents of Ursinus students.

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE
Follow The Grizzly's
live coverage of the
Job & Internship Fair
on our Twitter feed!
@ursinusgrizzly

Top stories from
around the globe
Vivek Reddy
vireddy@ursinus.edu

Indian activists
push for revision
of rape exam
According to CNN , a government panel joined women's
advocates in pushing for revisions to India's examinations
that verify rape. This comes two
months after six men assaulted
and murdered a 23-year-old
student in New Delhi . Advocates
argue that the exam has invasive
and irrelevant procedures such
as observing the victim 's hymen
and the "two-finger test," CNN
reported.
According to CNN, a government panel argued that "a test to
ascertain the laxity of the vaginal
muscles must not be conducted."
CNN quoted forensic medicine
professor Jagadeesh Reddy as
calling the two-finger test "not
scientific." The government
panel's report warned against
reliance on physical marks to
verify rape.

Standard &
Poor's 500 faces
lawsuit
According to the BBC,S&P
500 expects to be sued by the
U.S. government for wrongly
giving triple-A credit ratings to
subprime -mortgage securities in
2007 that ultimately collapsed in
value.
The BBC reported that there
was a breakdown in talks between the justice department and
S&P 500. According to the BBC,
there is concern over potential
conflicts of interest, because S&P
500 and other rating agencies are
paid by other securities and issuers of bonds for ratings. S&P 500
argues that "the case is entirely
without factual or legal merit,"
the BBC reported.

German minister
resigns
According to the BBC, German education minister Annette
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Schavan resigned after Duesseldorf's Heinrich Heine University
stripped her of her doctorate . The
university believes that she plagiarized her 1980 thesis after an
unnamed blogger questioned it,
and the faculty committee found
that "she had systematically and
intentionally copied parts of her
thesis, Person and Conscience,"
the BBC reported. Schavan is
still fighting the university 's
ruling.

Mali: Funds from
France funded
militants
Former U.S. Ambassador to
Mali Vicki Huddleston told the
BBC that France paid ransom
money to Islamists to free
hostages,which supports such
lslamist groups. According to the
BBC, France is said to have paid
$17 million to free hostages from
a uranium mine in Niger in 2010.
Meanwhile, the BBC reported
that a suicide bomber' attacked
the northern town of Gao, with
an Al-Qaeda offshoot claiming
responsibility. The European
Union has sent 70 military trainers to support the Malian army in
its efforts to quell the insurgency
in the north, according to the
BBC.

Attacks in Brazil
linked to inmate
abuse
According to The New York
Times, 80 arson attacks in more
than 20 cities starting in January
in the Brazilian state of Santa
Catarina are linked to prison inmate abuses. The Times reported
that the attacks were triggered
by a video, which shows guards
forcing prisoners to crouch into a
fetal position before firing rubber
bullets at them and attacking
them with pepper spray.
This was not the first of such
attacks. A prison-based gang
organized an uprising in Sau
Paulo, Brazil in 2006, leaving
115 people dead, according to the
Times. Both attacks have raised
concerns about overcrowding
and abuse in prisons.
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New stores in Providence Town Center
John Parry
joparry@ursinus.edu

The Providence Town Center has been an addition to Collegeville and provides food and
shopping options to Ursinus students .
Senior Saible O'Brien, who
was a freshman when stores first
opened, said, "The Providence
Town Center is an asset to this
commun~ty because it provides a
lot of varied shopping experiences and also entertainment options
with the opening of the Movie
Tavern."
While it may seem that Providence To",n Center already offers
a variety of stores and restaurants,
new additions have just opened at
the shopping center that offer hip
apparel, sushi and greeting cards.
Nich is an apparel store that
brings a "funky urban edge"
to the suburbs "at inexpensive
prices," according to their website. Nich sells both men's and

Heidi JensenlThe Grizzly

Kumo Pa is one of the new restaurants in Providence Town Center.

women's attire that is affordable
for college students who may be
on a tight budget.
Providence Town Center also
recently welcomed Norman's
Hallmark, a store that most people frequent in order to purchase
greeting cards and gifts for vari-

ous occasions. For students in
need of a job, Hallmark is hiring
sales associates. Students interested in finding a job can go by
the store and pick up an application.
Also new is Kuma Pa, which
serves Japanese cuisine. The on-

line menu features a number of
options friendly to a college student's budget, with a la carte sushi and salads ranging from $3 to
$10. Some entrees exceed $20;
however, and the most expensive
of these was the sushi/sashimi
combo, which includes five pieces of sushi and 12 pieces of sash imi with a tuna roll for $26.
Senior Chelsea Carman recently dined at Kuma Pa and said,
"I enjoyed the food, but the prices
are cheaper at Jasmine's."
On top of all the other food
options that the shopping center
offers, there are two more restaurants that are set to open during
the upcoming months.
Zoe's Kitchen is based on
Zoe Cassimus's recipes. Every
day, the health-conscious food is
made "from scratch onsite at each
restaurant," according to their
website, and gluten-free and vegetarian options are available. The
Collegeville restaurant will be the
chain's first in Pennsylvania.
Besides Zoe's Kitchen, Tio

Jaun's Margaritas restaurant will
open their second Pennsylvania
location in the Providence Town
Center. Every full moon, the restaurant hosts Full Moon Margarita Madness, when their "lounges
are piled high with giveaways,
contests" and specials, according
to their website.
There will also be two new
stores opening that will satisfy
anyone's sweet tooth.
The Lite Choice will serve frozen desserts "made with all natural ingredients and organic flavorings," according to thelitechoice.
com. The Collegeville store is
one of three Lite Choice locations
opening soon in Pennsylvania.
This summer, Sublime Cupcakes will be another dessert option to Providence Town Center.
Their existing two loc.iltions are
also in Pennsylvania.
The Providence Town Center
website' has an interactive map to
locate the new stores by name. It
also provides links to store websites.

Film program aims to expand Word on the Street
Amanda Frekot
amfrekot@ursinus.edu

At Ursinus College, the film
program is small and lesser
known to the student body. Carol
Dole, an English professor and
head of the Film Studies Department said there is an average of
six students with film minors in
every graduating class from Ursinus.
Last fall, the History of Film
course was cancelled because
only three students enrolled.
However, the popularity of the
film department is on the rise. All
four film classes offered this semester are filled to capacity.
At a liberal arts school, these
fluctuations in interest are common in a small program. Nicole
McClure, a film professor, said
the program is in a state of transition because a large number of
film minors graduated last year.
Alice Leppert, a first-year professor at Ursinus, said, "It can
be hard to sustain such a specific
program with so few students."
Leppert has had to adjust to the
small liberal arts film program

compared to the larger majors at
universities she worked with in
previous years.
The Ursinus film program
hopes to establish a more solid
foundation for its minor by hiring a full-time faculty member
specifically for the film program
in the fall.
McClure said, "We don't have
that strong, unified visibility. I
think that the intent of hiring a
dedicated, full-time person that
is only for film studies will help."
Though the film department is
small, Leppert said a film minor
from Ursinus is valuable. "I think
that a minor is supposed to give
students a broad overview without being super specific and getting into a lot of depth," she said.
The film minor is flexible and
appeals to a wide range of students, McClure said. Through
the program, students should "be
able to critically look at films and
examine what they say about our
society and to look past the obvious movie characteristics," she
said.
Dole encourages students of
any path of study to enroll in

film classes. She emphasizes the
interdisciplinary nature of the
program."Media is becoming so
extremely important in our world
and we no longer communicate
with words as much as we do
with images," Dole said.
Lindsay Flor, a sophomore, is
contemplating a film minor. She
has taken screen writing classes in
the past and is eager to view film
at an analytical stance. "I want
to pursue it further, see it from a
college perspective, and actually
take classes that focus on the film
itself, beyond the writing aspect,"
Flor said.
Dole said that the film studies
minor at Ursinus focuses on the
analysis of film. The filmmaking
aspect, Dole said, is something
to be learned out in the field or in
graduate school.
Compared to age-old disciplines like English and mathematics, film is a new course of
study. "I would definitely like to
see it grow and be able to offer
more courses," McClure said,
"and maybe even see it become a
major instead of a minor. That's a
long way down the road though."

Do you go to the Wellness Center when you are sick?
Why·or why not?
"No because I commute so when I feel sick I go to my
doctor." -Janel Forsythe, Sophomore
"I would probably not attend Wellness just because I'd
rather go to my regular doctor; preferably my doctor from
home." -Kaylani Wertman, Senior
"No, I don't attend Wellness because most of the time I
have an insignificant cold." -Eric Tucker, Senior
"No because I'm usually really rushed and you have to
make an appointment. You can't really just walk in, which
is not useful. And it isn't open on weekends. I wish it was
more accessible" -Jeff Erkkila, Sophomore
"No I do not go to Wellness. I have never been very sick
at school. Nothing more than the common cold, so I never
felt the need." -Jenna Yaich, Junior
"Depends on how sick. They like to say I have upper
respiratory infections every time and don't give me anything. So sometimes I just wait it out."
-Bree Gaddy, Senior

WWW.U·RSINUSGRIZZLY.COM
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On the ball

On-campus housing options

Tennis players respond and tend to
injured man at off-campus tennis court
Sara Hourwitz
sahourwilz@ursinus.edu

On Tuesday, Feb. 5, Ursinus'
men's tennis team attended practice at Frog Hollow Racquet Club,
preparing for the spring season.
The team assumed it would be
like any of their usual practices,
until a scary event occurred.
While starting their warm ups,
a tennis club member ran onto
the court and asked if anyo~ on
the Ursinus team was a doctor. In
an email, the men's tennis coach,
Pete Smith, said that on an adjacent court, "This guy had slipped
and fallen, and cracked his head
... right on the court. He was out
cold."
Although there were no doctors present, two Ursinus tennis
players stepped up to help the
man in need. Juniors Evan ' Lord
and Dave Rowe anHOunced that
they were emergency medical
technicians and ran over to the
middle-aged man who was on the
ground, unconscious.
In an email, Lord said that bystanders told both him and Rowe
that after the man injured himself,
he suffered "a brief seizure as a
result of the injury." Even though
they had limited medical supplies, Lord said that he and Rowe
"were able to perform a comprehensive physical exam and assess
the patient's vitals."
As a part of the physical assessment, Rowe said, "We performed a standard trauma exam,
assessed physic'al and neurological function, took basic vitals,
gathered a medical 'history (including past medical history, allergies, medications etc.), held
C-spine (to prevent movement of
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his head)" while the paramedics
were on their way.
Rowe and Lord attempted
to wake the injured man with
a technique called a sterna rub,
in which they make a fist and
rub their knuckles up and down
against the man's mid-sternum.
However, the man never regained
consciousness while at the tennis
court.
. Rowe said, "The patient was
able to give weak squeezes with
his right hand, but was not able to
move his left side or feet."
When the paramedics arrived,
Lord and 'Rowe helped the paramedics prepare the patient for the
ambulance. They helped place the
injured man on oxygen, placed
him in a cervical collar and helped
prepare him on the stretcher.
Lord and Rowe said that the
training from their EMT classes
really helped prepare them for this
medical call. Rowe said that both
he and Lord have dealt with other
patients who have suffered head
injuries but have not encountered
any as severe as this case.
Rowe also said, "It was inter-'
esting to assess for things that until now, we had only learned about
in EMT textbooks. We definitely
gained a lot from the experience
and will use this knowledge on
future EMS calls for sure."
Altbough they played such
a huge role in helping this man,
Lord and Rowe have not received
any details about the current
health status of the individual.
The actions performed by
Lord and R.owe are truly heroic.
The Ursinus community is lu~ky
to have such courageous and giving individuals like these, two
young men.

Caroline Sandberg
casandberg@ursinus.edu

Choosing housing can be one
of the most stressful and confusing parts of being an Ursinus
student. Luckily, students have
many different housing options .
Two popular options are applying for SPINT housing and going
through the lottery process.
Special Interest housing, or
SPINT housing, which is outside
of the housing lottery, is a popular
option for students, especially for
those who are unhappy with their
lottery numbers.
, Recently, SPINT released
the themes for the seven houses
on Main Street to which students can apply for the upcoming school year, The themes are
Afrikana Studies and American
History · in Cloake, Community
Service in Hobson, International
House in Musser, Modem Science and Technology in Schaff,
Music House in 476, Queer in
777 and WeUness in Zwingli.
For students who are unsure
about whether or not they would
like to apply for SPINT housing,
they can attend SPINTfest, which
takes place Feb. 18-22. These
four nights are when the themes
for next year's SPINT housing
are presented to interested students and also allows students to
see the houses.
"It's a really good opportunity
for people on the fence or people
who aren't sure what house to apply to go to one," Tim Jordan, the
assistant residence director who
runs SPINT programming, said.
However, you can apply to
more than one house when SPINT
applications go out next week.
"Everyone who applies to
SPINT goes through an interview
process, which is based on merit
rather than seniority," Jordan
said.

Jillian GoldsteinlThe Grizzly

Houses on main street are a popular option for many students, especially ~hose who would prefer not to live in dorm housing.

The interview process involves a meeting with the house's
program coordinator to discuss
why each applicant would be a
good fit for the house's theme and
community.
SPINT is the "one true by-thestudents, for-the-students program on campus. Even though
our office facilitates it, we don't
have any input on what those
themes are or how they are generated, or who is chosen to live in
the houses," Melissa Giess, the
director of Residence Life, said.
If none of the themes fit your
interest this year, then the lottery
~ system is probably your next best
bet for housing.
"The lottery can be really intimidating because people don't
know what to expect," Giess said.
Because approximately 400
students decide to go into SPINT
housing or squat, fewer students
actually enter the lottery than
many may think.
When
choosing
housing
through the lottery process, there
are the obvious options such as
New, North/Richter and ·Reimert.
However, there are also 33 houses on Main Street. These houses

span from Fourth Avenue, where
Clamer is, to Ninth Avenue,
where 944 is.
There are also houses on Sixth
Avenue, such as Sturgis, a little
yellow house for females and
332, a duplex. One housing option that many students aren 't
aware of is the aU-female apartment building on Ninth Avenue.
"The trick to the whole lottery
is you have to have your roommate picked out. Focus on who
would be a good match for you
as a person, as a roommate, and
then find a space that will work,
because you can make almost
any space feel okay if you're living with someone who's a good
match for you ," is the last piece of
advice that Giess offered.
If you're still looking for a
roommate, Residence Life is
holding a roommate match' at a
date to be announced. Additionally, an open house tour of Main
Street will take place later in the
semester.

f

Have feedback
on this story?
Visit The Gr1izzly
on Facebook!

Happening on Campus
a
'Where Have We
Seen This Before?
Intertextuality in Israeli Queer Culture'
in Olin 107, 3:45- '

4:45 p.m.
Musician: Travis
McClung, in Wismer
Lower Lounge,

8-9 p.m.

views with Dean
Mioli of SEI Investments, in Career
Services Office, 9
a.m. -12:15 p.m.
Shabbat Dinner, in
Hillel House,

7-9

p.m.

Plug' Recycling
Event,
9 a.m. - 1 p.m., in
Oaks, Pa.

c,
in Floy Lewis Bakes
Field House,
11 :00 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Bach-Family Heefner Organ Recital
Inclusive Leadership
. with Alan Morrison,
Conference - Camin Bomberger Audipus Philly, 10 a.m.
torium, 4 p.m.
- 4 p.m., at Temple
University

Seminar, in Pfahler

Networking Fair,
12 - 2 p.m.

208,12:15 - 1:15
p.m.
I <3 February Quizzo, in Wismer Lower
Lounge, 6:30 p.m.
Grizzly meeting, in
Ritter Lobby,
6:30 p.m.
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Piloxing Class, in
Helfferich Dance
Studio, 8 - 9 p.m.

Performance of
Michael Frayn's
'Noises Off,' in Kaleidoscope Lenfest ,
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
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OPINION

DAVE MUOIO
DAMUOlO@URSlNUS.EDU

"Raging Feminist" is a-positive title
Alyse Reid

alreid@ursinus.edu
"Why do people even use the
phrase 'raging feminist'? What
does that even mean?" When
senior Rebecca Hollenbach
first directed this question to
our friends, I laughed. It is
not unusual for Hollenbach to
be called names and receive
derogatory comments after
she expresses her frustrations
with the treatment of women in
society.
Although I had heard these
stories and frustrations on many
occasions, it was not until
Hollenbach posed this "raging
feminist" question that I began
to consider the way in which I
was treated both as a woman in
society and as a w.oman on the
Ursinus College campus.
During a short break in one
of my first classes of the semes-

ter, my male professor began to
share his opinion of why certain
people speak up in class more
than others speak. He disagreed
with a student who suggested
that men speak more in class
because they are socialized to be
more opinionated and vocal with
their opinions than women.
He did say, however, that he
believed men speak up more
because they are more interested
in conversations and have more
to say. To hear an educator share
that opinion with our entire class
was somewhat surprising and
disappointing.
How could this man-a white,
upper-middle class man with
more unearned privilege in our
society than any other type of
person - tell me that as a woman
I do not share my opinion
enough simply because I do not
have interest in what is being
said? Could he not recognize

. guaranteed me a great deal of
the unbalance ~ithin gender
disrespect and frustration. When
socialization?
'I did my best to respectfully
the men from inside the party
correct my professor, but
stepped in to defend my position,
realized, even then, how little
regardless of the fact that even
my opinion would change his
these men were highly intoxiway of thinking. In fact, I have
cated, they were still shown a
begun to notice how frequently
great deal more respect than I
he spends class time defending
was shown.
the incorrect comments of the
To be a woman on this campus and in our society means
male students in our class rather
that I must accept my lack of
than discussing the opinions of
any females. Unfortunately, my
authority. I recognize that as a
white, middle-class citizen I am
professor's way of thinking is
one that is also shared by other
still provided with many more
men on our campus.
privileges and benefits than my
A few weeks ago I agreed to
classmates of other races and
social host for a party in Reimert. economic classes. However, that
After being physically pushed
is not enough to diminish my
and cursed at by numerous men
frustrations.
trying to enter the party, another
Accepting this way of life
group of men from within the
ensures one more woman's
party were asked to assist me.
opinion and sense of comfort
While I was the only sober indiis ignored. We are deafeni~g
vidual involved in this situation,
the voices of women and takmy position as the only female
ing away our power, and while

this subject may be considered
taboo in our society, we are putting more women at risk to be
abused physically, emotionally,
and sexually. By not changing
our current social norms, we are
giving permission to ignore and
demean women.
As I think about Rebecca's
question, I do wonder what it
means to be a raging feminist. It
would be easy to run from that
title- the negativity around-the
word "raging" is intimidating.
But as I consider the issue, I
realize that perhaps I am raging.
Perhaps, for the first time in my
life, I am no longer willing to
sit back and accept less respect
and inequality in comparison to
the males around me. I am no
longer willing to be ignored or
overlooked.
So if that's what qualifies
me, I am..!Jlore than willing to
proudly accept the title of raging

Ursinus should ~eep ESPN in the budget
Sara Hourwitz

sahourwitz@ursinus.edu
On Wednesday Feb. 6,2013,
the Ursinus Student Government
Association held an open forum
for students to express their
opinions regarding the removal
of ESPN channels from televisions on campus. According to
the minutes from the open forum,
ESPN accounts for 48 percent of
Ursinus' television budget, which
is why the school believes that
the network should be removed.
I'll be honest, if the breakdown of the budget is accurate
the price for all of the ESPN
channels is a little steep. However, I don't think the remedy
for this solution is to get rid of
ESPN. All of the ESPN channels are so popular, and none of
the other sports channels really
compare.
The minutes from the open forum also explain that the school
could try to replace ESPN with
other sport channels, but sports
fans know nothing compares to
ESPN.
ESPN is very different from

many sports networks since it
offers so much variety. Shows
such as "SportCenter" and "ESPNews" keep viewers up to date
with all the news for every single
sport. ESPN also airs shows like
"Around the Hom" and "Pardon
the Interruption," which provide
both sports news and entertainment.
Most importantly, the ESPN
channels air live games. For
example, Monday Night Football is only shown on ESPN.
Students love Monday Night
Football, and I can't imagine not
watching it during the NFL season. Similarly, during baseball
season, the game or the week
is shown every Sunday night
on ESPN. There is also college
basketball, for which ESPN airs
several games a week.
There are no other sports networks that air the same amount
of live games as ESPN. We do
get the NHL and NFL Networks,
but they don't show as many
games as ESPN does and they
only focus on hockey and foot-·
ball, respectively. I understand
that it's expensive and that ESPN

doesn't make it easy because
you can't just pick and choose
what ESPN channels you want
to buy, but it is crazy to take it
away since it is probably one of
the most popular channels on the
campus.
There have been so many
budget cuts at this school lately
and tuition is insanely expensive
here. It seems that the students
are being punished. Why would .
they take away something that
students enjoy so much? People
may call me crazy, but if I was
picking between two colleges
and I found out that one of the
colleges didn't have ESPN, my
decision would be simple; ESPN
is too important to me.
I know I'm not the only
student who feels this way. I've
talked to a number of students,
both male and female, about
this issue, and many of them are
unhappy about this possibility.
Junior Kaley Miller-Schaeffer
is upset that the school may take
away ESPN, and said "the school
never got a normal sample of
what UC students feel about
ESPN and the cut backs. Sports

are a big deal in young people's
lives. It may help with budget
but there are other things that
could be cut that won't be as important as ESPN to the majority
of the school."
Similarly, Senior Ryan Furlong said that the school would
be making a bad decision if the
administration chose to get rid of
ESPN.
"Losing ESPN will cause the
loss of many sporting events
that are a part of many students
weekly routine," he said." Ilglow
if I was a high school senior applying to Ursinus, knowing that
the school's cable did not have
ESPN would have been a deterrent from attending considering
99 percent of my television use
is spent on an ESPN-affiliated
channel."
It is apparent that students
really enjoy having ESPN,
and, like me, would be greatly
displeased if ESPN was taken off
the school's televisions. I work
so hard during the school week
and after a long day I just want
to watch ESPN. There are so
many worthless channels that the
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school has which I think should
be cut instead" like the Oprah
Winfrey Network, the Soap
Channel, or the Game Show
Network.
Gettysburg Alum Matthew
Danielson said that a few years
ago, Gettysburg College also
decided to take off ESPN from
their school television. However,
the school was forced to bring it
back "because the students gave
the administration such a hard
time about it."
IfUrsinus takes away ESPN,
I'm confident that a similar
scenario to the one that occurred
at Gettsyburg will take place.
There are too many students whi
watch ESPN on a daily basis anit
will be up in arms if the school
takes these channels off the
school televisions.

For more information
about ESPN and the television budget, check out
"Ursinus considers axing
pricy ESPN" on page 7
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Ursinus considers axing pricey ESPN
AI Weaver
alweaver@ursinus.edu

With their budget remain-.
ing stagnant, even though a 2.98
percent tuition increase is on the
horizon, the Information Technology Department is being forced
to make tough decisions as the
2013-2014 school year inches
closer.
The IT Department is considering dropping ESPN along with
its associated channels (ESPN2,
ESPNEWS, ESPNU, ESPN Classic) from its channel lineup with
a price increase from the Bristol,
Conn.- based network looming
for the school.
While James Shuttlesworth,
the Network Technologies Manager, does not want to deprive
students of ESPN, holding onto
the station is becoming a tougher
task as the network continues to
hike its prices into areas that the
school finds unsustainable for the
future.

"I'm very sympathetic to the
situation of the students. I am a
sports fan myself. We are going
to do everything possible to make
it at least possible for students
to watch ESPN ," Shuttlesworth
said. "However, I have a budget
to work with and unfortunately,
ESPN is raising their rates again .
This is how they pay for their
billion-dollar contracts they keep
signing with the NFL and other
leagues."
The daunting prospect for
both the IT Department and the
students was initially raised last
Wednesday, Feb. 6, at a · USGA
meeting that was hosted by Todd
McKinney, the associate dean of
students at Ursinus.
According to Shuttlesworth,
the cable budget is about $90,000
in total and the ESPN channels
take up about 48 percent of that
cost. For the 2012-2013 school
year, ESPN raised its rate 10 percent, a $4,500 increase. The previous year, ESPN increased its

rates by $5,000.
"They've been showing us a
10 percent rate increase pretty
consistently. A 10 percent rate
increase on something that is already half of our budget, we are
talking about a lot of money.
None of our other providers have
increased like that."
Because of the monopoly
ESPN has on the sports entertainment industry, the ability for the
school to replace the "worldwide
leader in sports" on their cable
network will be difficult. Currently, the only other sports-based
networks Ursinus features are
the NFL Network, CBS Sports
Network, NBA TV, and the NHL
Network.
Meanwhile, the mere talk
about stripping the ESPN networks has sparked an outcry from
students who desperately want
their sports fix. Monday morning,
a petition was started on www.
change.org by sophomore Rob
D' Annunzio that has garnered

support from 56 different individuals as of Monday evening.
"Personally,
I
watch
'SportsCenter' every day before
class and many of the games that
ESPN televises. I feel that ESPN
is a channel that many of the students would hate to be without
because sports are a major part
of today's culture," D' Annunzio
said. "We already don't get Comcast SportsNet, so we can't watch
most Phillies or Sixers games.
Without ESPN, we have nothing."
If ESPN were taken away,
the school would gain flexibility
to improve the wireless internet
capability that Shuttlesworth believes is a necessity. According
to him, both F&M and Gettysburg have looked into thy possibility of dropping ESPN from
their cable networks, though both
have proved unsuccessful in doing so.
However, that still doesn't
satisfy students who desperately

want access to the sports network
that holds the rights to Monday
Night Football, The Masters, Major League Baseball , NCAA athletics, and the X Games.
"As an athlete, a sports fan,
and from talking to others of the
same mindset, the 48 percent
of the budget that goes toward
ESPN is less than the percentage "of students that actually watch
ESPN. It is not proportionate,"
junior Giovanni Waters said.
"What they think is helping them
out is doing even more harm to
the students. ESPN is the main
channel for sports fans. There are
no other channels that cover all of
the sports."
What are the chances of this
situation becoming reality at Ursinus, though?
"I'd say about 50-50," Shuttlesworth said. "However, there
has been no final decision about
what to do regarding ESPN ,"
No matter what, tough choices
will have to be made.

UC athlete profile: Chris Donaldson, wrestling
Dana Feigenbaum
dafeigenbaum@ursinus.edu

As the season moves toward its
end and NCAA Championships
hover are around the comer,
sophomore Chris Donaldson is
looking forward to the postseason
finale. As a team, Ursinus
wrestling is having a great season
and sitting at 9-1 currently.
Their lone loss was to the No.8
Delaware Valley by one point.
Donaldson, a native of
Wilmington, Del.
and
an
exercise and sports sCiences
major, wrestles in the 125 weight
class, and does with so with an
abundance of success.
Last season, Donaldson racked
up 25 wins and only seven losses.
His goal this season is to have
30 wins individually, but he
also wants to become a national
champion and win the conference
e, both individually and as a

in every tournament
l1li(1 won the UC Will Abele
Invitational. . He had a breakout
match in the Ursinus North-South
.l)uals defeating returning Metro
Champ and NCAA All-American
~

I
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Sophomore wrestler Chris Donaldson looks to keep up his winning ways at Muhlenberg this weekend.

Charlie Frankel of Delaware
Valley.
Donaldson is certainly well
on his way to achieving his
goals, and Coach Bill Racich is
thoroughly impressed.
"Beating a returning NCAA
All-American, Chris put himself
in the national conversation,"
Racich said. "Chris is also one
of the nation's top five ~tatistical
leaders in pins this season, with
13."

With the hopes in making
the NCAA tournament this year,
Donaldson has had more intense
training partners this year and
has been able to stay injury free.
That has been the main difference
between this year and last year.
Donaldson also owes much of
his success to his teammates and
coaching staff, who he says have
helped contribute to his 26 wins
this season.
"[One of the keys] is having

good workout partners that are
just as determined as me to get
better every day, and having a
good support system of coaches
that help me get better and better."
Coach
Racich
agrees
completely with that sentiment.
He believes that the support
system around Donaldson has set
him up for long-term success.
"[Donaldson has] a great
attitude, a pOSItive mindset,
along with very tough workout
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partners, and he's grown into
a top-level college wrestler,"
"Additionally,
Racich
said.
having his teammate and another
top wrestler, Dan Manganaro as
his roommate really keeps both
of them focused. Living with
a roommate who shares your
beliefs, goals and values is critical
for success."
Donaldson was unable to
add to his win totals this past
weekend. Thanks to winter storm
Nemo, the Ursinus wrestling team
was unable to make the trek to
New York City, where they were
slated to match up against New
York University and conference
foe McDaniel.
"He
has
an
in·credible
wrestling IQ and is always open
minded to learn new techniques,"
Racich said. He is driven and
self-motivated to be the best."
"He needs to maintain his
high intensity training, discipline ~)
and focus on what he does well,"
Racich said. "My staff and I
honestly believe Chris Donaldson
can be, and will be, a national
champion."
-)
Chris and the rest of the
Ursinus wrestling team will
take on Washington & Lee and
Muhlenberg on Saturday at the
Floy Lewis Bakes Center. The
wrestlers hit the mat at 11 a.m.
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Senior Day spurs results
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AI Weaver
alweaver@ursinus.edu
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Led by Jon Ward and Ryan
Adams' with 13 points apiece,
the Ursinus men's basketball
team defeated Johns Hopkins 5850 Saturday afternoon on Seruor
Day.
With the win, the squad remains In contention for the final
playoff spot in the Centennial
Conference playoffs. The Bears
currently sit at 9-14 overall and
7-9 in conference play.
The team's trio OT seniors was
honored in front of the Helferrich Hooligans as part of Senior
Dayfestivities. In the final stages
of their four-yeat careers are forwards Kevin Janowski and Ward·
along with point guard Matt Donahue.
To go along with his 13 points,
Ward snatched 10 rebounds in
the victory. Meanwhile, Janowski
and Donahue contributed five and
four points respectively in the Seruor Day triumph.
Leading the way for Johns
Hopkins was forward George
Bugarinovic, who scored 16
points and pulled down 10 rebounds for a double-double in the
losing effort.
The men's basketball team
finishes out their schedule on Saturday afternoon at Muhlenberg.
Tipoff in Allentown is slated for
4 p.m.

W. Basketball
The women's basketball team
dropped its Senior Day contest to
Johns Hopkins 69-65 on Saturday afternoon. The loss officially
, eliminates the young Bears from
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Seniors Kevin Janowski, Matt Donahue, and )on Ward (left to right) are honored during the team's Senior Day ceremony Saturday afternoon.

qualifying for the Centennial , posted seven points in the SaturConference playoffs.
day afternoon affair.
Leading the way for Johns
The Bears finish their season
Hopkins was senior forw~rd Alex at Muhlenberg on Saturday afVassila, who poured in 21 points ternoon. Tipoff is scheduled for
and 10 rebounds, and freshman 2p.m.
guard Liz Tommasi who led all
players in scoring with 24 points. Gymnastics
Meanwhile,
four
Bears
Sunday was a banner day for
notched double figures in the the Ursinus gymnastics team in
home loss. Junior Devin Butchko every sense of the word. . The
led the Bears with 14 points. Tori Bears set a season-high with a
Steinberg (12 points), Alyssa Po- team score of 186.975. Their prelimeni (11), and Diamond Lewis vious season high was last week's
(10) also reached double-digits.
effort at Temple University that
Amber Yacenda, the Bears netted a 183.075.
lone senior, was honored before
Leading the way for the Bears
the game during the team's Se- were Kristin Aichele and Monica
nior Day ceremony. The forward Durham. Aichele set a new school

record with a score of 9.850 on 46.500 on the floor.
beam, a record that had stood
The team's three seniors (Jo
since 2004. Durham, the reigning Warren, Stephanie Schmidt, and
national champion on the vault, Erica Schnebel) were also honfinished second overall in the all- ored as part of the team's Senior
around competition with a score , Day.
of 38.125. Durham's score was
just shy of the school record of W. Track and Field
38.125.
The Ursinus women's track
Ursinus almost set school re- and field squad finished second,
cords on both the uneven bars with 87 points at the Ursinus Coland the vault. The team scored a lege Open in their final meet be47.250 on the uneven bars, .500 fore the Centennial Conference
away from the school record and Championships.
a 47.125 on the vault, which was
The Bears were led by Celina
off the school record mark by Sooksatan's first-place finish in
the high jump with a height of
only.200.
The Bears finished with a team 5-03.75.
score of 46.100 on the beam and

Upcoming UC Athletics Schedule
2/16
Wrestling
vs. MuhlenberglW&L
@ Muhlenberg, 11 a.m.

2/16
Men's Basketball
@ Muhlenberg
4 p.m.

2/22
Women's Track and Field
CC Championships
TBA

2/22
Men's Swimming
CC Championships
@F&M,9a.m.

2/16
Women's Basketball
@ Muhlenberg
2p.m.

2/17
Gymnastics
@Towson
1 p.m.

2/22
Men's Track and Field
CC Championships
TBA

2/22
Women's Swimming
CC Championship~
@F&M,9a.m.
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